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Overview

Acey Deucy is a casino style card game. The player places a bet and is delt two cards. He
then has the option to raise the bet or stay. A third card is then delt. If the third card is in-
between the first two the player wins.
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Playing the Game

Before each hand, the player can raise or lower his bet using the + and - buttons in 
the Bet Box. This table has a $5.00 minimum bet and a    $200.00 Maximun bet.

To deal the first two cards click the deal button.

The player can now raise his bet using the + and - buttons in the Raise Box. The raise
cannot exceed the initial bet.

Note
* No raises on a possible three of a kind.

* If the cards are consecutive, the hand ends and no money is lost.

Click the deal button again to deal the third card.
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Game Menus/Displays

Game Menu

New - Starts a new game.

Exit - Exits the game.

Statistics Menu

On - Turns the statistics chart on.

Off - Turns the statistics chart off.

Reset - Resets all the statistics to zero.

The statistics chart displays the number of times a spread has occured in the top row 
and the number of times it has won in the bottom row.

Dog Marker

 The dog marker is used to indicate the spread.

Spread Chart

The spread chart displays the spread in the top row and the payoff in the bottom row.

Deck Indicator

Indicates the number of cards left in the deck.
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House Rules

Eight decks of cards are used per    shuffle. Cards are delt until approximately one    or
two decks remain and are then reshuffled.

Minimum bet is $5.00

Maximum bet is $200.00

Raises cannot exceed your initial bet.

Ace is always high.

Consecutives cause a redeal, before which the initial bet    may be changed.

No money is lost on a possible 3 of a kind.

The payoff varies depending on the spread and    is indicated on the spread chart.
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The BOX labeled BET.



You guessed it! The BOX labeled RAISE.



Two cards that differ in value by one. ( Example.    4 and 5 )



WOOF    WOOF    !



The spread is the number of cards between the first two
cards drawn and is indicated by the red dog marker.






